Introduction
Since the range of pixel values within a satellite image is usually narrower than the full dynamic range of the sensor system, the displayed image tends to be low contrast (Jensen, 2005) . Furthermore, the composition of various surface materials within a scene has also great influence on contrast of digital image display. The low contrast characteristics are very clear in optical remote sensor imagery when it contains clouds. Cloud has the highest reflected energy level in all reflected wavelengths and often leads to low contrast of entire image by obscuring other surface materials (Song et al., 2004) . To solve the low contrast problem in image display, contrast stretching is frequently used enhancement method.
Low spatial resolution satellite imagery, like AVHRR or MODIS, have wide field of view, which enable to observe earth surface more frequently with short revisit cycle. In addition, the recently launched Geostationary Ocean Color Imager (GOCI) provides continuous images at regional scale with very high temporal resolution (Cho et al., 2010) . GOCI imagery has about 500 m spatial resolution and is providing eight hourly observations per day during daytime.
The high temporal resolution images have a great -287-
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Method
1) Linear stretching for land area
The proposed adaptive contrast enhancement method is basically the modification of a standard linear stretch, in which the displayed brightness value Korean Journal of Remote Sensing, Vol.28, No.3, 2012 -288- (a) (b)
